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Tank battle fought
along Suez Canal
By The Associated Press

posts, said a military spokesman
ll
has tried to destroy (hem and has
succeeded
President Nixon met at the While
House with (our Arab (oreign ministers
dispatched to Washington (roni U N
duly to discuss American military hid
to Israel
Nixon acknowledged afterward that
the (our--from Kuwait. Saudi Arabia.
Morocco
and
A1 g e r i a - - h ad

Egyptian and Israeli tanks clashed in
a crucial desert battle along the Sue/
Canal yesterday as Syrian artillery
barrages crashed down on Israelis
stalled on the road to Damascus
The
Israeli
stale
radio s
lop
commentator,
(ormer
army
intelligence chief Maj lien HJHII
Herzog called the Suez battle
the
biggest armored clash in our military
history
The Egyptian command reported
fierce battles along the central and
southern Sinai tront and claimed
Israeli forces suffered heavy losses in
tanks and armored cars

differences with American polio in
the Middle East But he expressed
confidence
a lair and just ami
peaceful settlement' cm end the war.
now 12 days old
KING 111-SSEIN of Jordan said the
(uture of the Middle East will be
shaped by the outcome o( (he conflii I,
the fourth major Arab Israeli war
Itnce the birth of Israel in ISM*
We may still be very far from
peace Yet we may be very close to
it. he told newsmen in Amman in his
first public statements since (ighting
broke out
I believe very strongly thai
Israel is now In a position to make up
her mind, and should do so
The 117 year old monarch, who lost
much o( his kingdom including E.ist
Jerusalem in the 1967 war. is reporti-d
10 have come under heavy pressure
from other Arab nations to enter the
war lull scale and turn his 250-imlc
bolder with Israel into a third Ironl
draining Israeli energies from Syria
and the Sinai
The Israeli push into Syria remained
blocked for the (our(h dav on Ihe
approaches lo Sasa. a town about 2\
miles southwest of Damascus and
about 19 miles beyond the cease-fire
lines drawn when Israel seized the

THE ISRAELI military command
said
large-scale armored battles
raged in the central area along the
canal and claimed its forces destroyed
60 Kgyptian tanks and shot down (our
Egyptian planes
But the Israelis
declined to say how close to the 103
mile-long canal the fighting was taking
place
The Israelis said a task force thai
crossed into Egypt proper from (he
eastern bank of the canal Tuesday
continues to operate
Ii had encountered rear command

Weather
Partly cloady today high la Ike
apper ies aad low Mi. Fair toalgkl
low ID the low to mid 4S» Suan*
tomorrow high ia the *(h
Probability of precipitation 10 per
eeal today aad loalgat.

Golan Heights from Syria in 1967
SYRIAN ARTILLERY rained shells
on
the
battle-scarred
road
to
Damascus Associated Press photographer Horsl Kaas said (roni Ihe front
that dust swirling up from explosions
was so thick it clouded the view of Ml
Hermon
looking
down
on the
battleground
Syria said its armor also resumed a
counterattack
against
the
Israeli
forces that have punched into Syria
along a jagged 20-mile wide front
Tin- Syrians said Israeli planes also
attacked
Syria's
two
main
Mediterranean ports oi Latakia and
Tartua lor al least Ihe third tune in the
war The ports are said lo be lunn Is
(or Soviet military aid ropor od
pouring into Syria ami Egypt

Captured
vehicle

AHdKN>l«M> -TOM W—ph.t,,

Syrian toMior* art ihown on top of what was idontrfiod at a capturod Itraoli
ormorod vohkto Tho photo woi providod by tho Syrian army.

Council oks 4-day exam schedule
Academic
Council
yesterday
approved
a
s u be0m mitt e e
recommendation
thai
final
examinations eontinue to he held
.luiim: a separate final •'xannnation
week
The action reverted an Academic
Council proposal Ironi April '& that
tailed for the addition of three davs to
each quarter's class calendar, during
which final examinations could be
given
That proposal met opposition from
the Faculty Senate, which on June 5.
pMWd a resolution that the traditional
final examination system be continued
When council approved the idea of

adding three davs «»l classes they were
infringing upon the light of the Kacult)
Senate." according to Di Kenneth v*
Rothe,
University
provost
and
Academic Council chau man

It had drawn criticism from some
Kacultj Senate members, who said
thev believed Academic Council had
exceeded its powers in acting on a
maitei ol examinations ami grading

"COUNCIL HAD to chew on thai and
come to grips with the views ol the
Faculty Senate,
i»i Kotbe said He
added that (he proposal was prett)
unpopulai with everyone

The i niversit) ('barter specifically
giants jurisdiction over those matters
to the Kacully Senate
The
Academ Ic
Council
subcommittee also designated Dec in

lit .111.111 I. r si I

Editor
University (acuity members yestei
day heard (lie pros and cons ol laculty
unioni/ation from a I'nlversit) "I
Toledo (Til' professor whou an expert
on the subject
I)r Roger Kay. associate professor
ol history ami past presidenl ol the Tl
chapter of the American Teachers
Federation Local I4JS, spoke to aboul
20 faculty members, mostly members
of the Women's Caucus, al the United
Christian Fellowship center

Dr. Roger Ray, pott president of tho University of Tolodo chapter of tho
Amockan Federation of Teochere, discussed tho pro* and com of faculty
unionisation yostorday al tho Unitod Christian Fellowship contor.

THK M lt( 11MMI n l l report said
it recommended reverting to Ihe
previous system hecausc it wishes to
avoid the possibility of students having
moil- than two final examinations ot
two hour duration on the same day

Faculty unionization pros, cons
discussed by Toledo professor
Editor s noli Tbr following arlirlr ia
the lirai la a two-parl nrrlri on faculty
uetoaiialion Part Two will b* pi mini
tomorrow.

Unionization
talk

til as nii.il examination davs tor (all
quarter;
March 13 16 for
winter
quarter davs and June 3-6 for spring
quarter

Professionalism is doomed il you
don't unionize,' he said
"We 1 faculty members i need to deal
realistically with the fad that we're a
special class of professionals who do
not set our own fees
He
said
that
since
college
administrators cannot bargain lor
higher pay for laculty members,
unions are a necessity
"ADMINISTRATORS

are

in

no

position lo represent our Interests
Thej re encouraged by the state
system lo in- firm and strong with us.
Ill' S.llll

We mcii out own bargaining agenl
who is accountable to us. and who can
i» hired ind lired by ihe (acuity '
He
said
unions
generally
an'
regarded as
hostile organizations
because many persons (eel they are
counterproductive tea university
There will In- tension il you try to
to! 111 one." he said
However llr Hav said Tl's adiiiini
stratum has been "congenial and CO
operative
when dealing with Ihe
111

He s.itd Tl' s union was formed in the
(all ot 1971 when issues pertaining In
scholarship and teaching were ol great
concern lo faculty members
Since then, he said. Ihe university's
laculty senale has been able to deal
effectively with the academic issues
allowing ihe mo union members to concentrate on pay and fringe benetils
He
said
many
faculty senate
members are in the union The union
is thriving here and it has made our
(acult) senate much stronger." he
said

HE SAID THAT In Ordei tin uiiiiini
tatlon to be effective, u must be
statewide "That's the only way we'll
lie able to influence the legislative
process he added
'We must organise before Ihe sky
tails
Al Ashland College, (acult)
members began bargaining alter they
received a 2.S per cent CUl in salary
"We should bargain through strength
before we get penalized, and not
after. ' he said
Ur Hay said unions can be effective
at universities dial raise faculty
members' pay by as little as lour per
Cent and call ll merit pay
"Merit pay becomes nonsense when
you're working below the cost of living
index.
he said
"Many
laculty
members now receive pay equivalent
to lhal of a factory worker
He said another problem with iiniiini
zation is that "members sometimes
have a difficolt lime in communicating
lo the general public why lliey .induing the things they are doing
"But that s the problem with an)
other labor union, he said
"Faculty unionization is not only a
problem in Ohio. It's worldwide, he
said

Guards patrolling dormitories
By Nancy Laagklia
Staff Reporter
4 30 a m A figure creeps down the halls of
Founders, shining a flashlight into dark corners,
listening for any unusual sounds and smiting the air
for peculiar odors
A cat burglar'' Possibly, but more likely it is one of
12 student guards hired by the University to patrol all
residence halls
The guards began work Monday night. Dale F
Shaffer, director of Campus Safety, said He said he
would rather not publicize the hours that the guards
are on duty because their effectiveness would be
decreased
The guards are not armed. Shaffer said, and have nc
arrest power They are under the supervision ol
Campus Safety, however, and report any violations It
the midnight shift sergeant, he said
"THE GUARDS PATROL the entire dorm,
he
said
Their duties consist of being eyes and ears
They already have reported several cases of faulty
equipment."
The program was set up because of the increase in
thefts resulting from the open dormitory policy, he
added
"With open dorms, we run into the problem of how
to control strangers." he said "Primarily, were
concerned about security. So if the guards see a
stranger or some unauthorized person in the dorm,
they let us know "
Shal.jr pointed out that over 50 per cent of all
complaints received by Campus Safety involve theft

About 60 per cent of these involve dormitories, he
said
Dr Richard Eakin. vice provost for student affairs,
said the program evolved from a combination of ideas
from the Residence Programs office and Student

Affairs
CAMPUS SAFETY WAS included in the program lo
tram the student guards on the kinds of reactions they
should make in certain crisis situations. Dr Eakin
said
He added that apprehending persons is not the
guards' responsibility If they do see any trouble in the
residence halls, they should contact Campus Safety
officials, he said
"The program is an attempt to provide more
security for the residents, especially during the earlymorning hours when buildings need more security."
he said
However, there seems to be some question among
administrators about whom guards should report to
when they suspect a drug violation
Diane Sake. Complon Hall director, and Rhoda
Todd. Founders (Quadrangle director, both said the
guards would report violations of the drug policy to
them
Shaffer, however, said that he guessed
violations would be reported to Campus Safety.
"THIS HASN'T BEEN discussed yet.
he said
But I would guess the guards would report such
violations to us. due to the late hour of the day. A drug
violation is one that needs immediate attention.
"If the guard has evidence of drug violation, the
procedure will remain the same as it was before." he

added "In cases ol actual evidence. Ihe hall directors
always had to report it to us anyway
"If it is just a case of suspicion the guard would
probably report it to the desk sergeant, who would
report it to the hall director in the morning
Both Dr Eakin and Shaffer said they did not expect
any negative reactions to the program from students
Some hall directors agreed that the program was
necessary and said they thought students would
appreciate the added security
"Personally. I like having them here.
Kathy
Arrowsmilh. Prout Hall director, said They give us
added security and they've been reporting lo me
incidents I think I should be aware of."
TODD SAID SHE was delighted thai they are
here " She added, however, that she could not judge
the merits of the program until after a weekend, when
the real problems occur
"The girls on the floor have talked to the guards and
said they seem very friendly. Saxe said
The girls
in my dorm seem glad lo have them around
Founders resident Julie Fiddes. sophomore iKd I.
agreed "I feel better having them around Especially
on weekends, since we have 24-hour visitation, you
feel like you have someone to call on if there's
trouble "
"It's a good idea as far as controlling the
destruction that goes on al night." Mark Gorman,
sophomore (Ed.) and resident advisor in Hodgers.
said "As long as they uphold the present drug policy,
it will work out fine But if they report violations lo
campus security, it could ruin the policy "

This is tho official bodge of tho newly appointed student
aocurity guards. Tho 13 students will bo patrolling dormitory
haft* on a regular basis in an effort to decrease theft and
destruction of property.
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day care center
This is the time for those interested in seeing a day care center
open at the University to make their interest known.
I)r Kichard Kakin. vice provost of student affairs, said
Monday that it's still an open question as to whether a day care
cent*! is needed here.
Back in May of 1972 the office of the provost requested the
formation of a committee to study possibilities of establishing a
day care center on campus. The target date for it's
establishment was September. 1973.
Presently l)r Kakin has a rough draft of the report compiled
last M l i by Margarete McGeever. professor of home economics
and committee chairperson. He says he hopes to have it put in
final lorm for the committee to consider by the end of this
i|ii.i. Ux
It is essential that those interested in the day care center make
Iheir opinions known to Dr Eakin soon since he is still
undetermined about the need for a center Phone calls and
letters supporting the center would definitely play a part in
helping him decide
The establishment of a day care center at the University was
endorsed lasl fall by Faculty Senate after a recommendation by
the Senate's Ad Hoc Committee on the Status of Women
Those who could benefit from a day care center here should
send a letter of support to Dr Kakin at his office. 440 Student
Services Bldg . or call him at 372-2151

unforgettable groucho'
By Mlckacl E. Skinner
Guest Stadeat Colnmnlst
Rulus T Firefly. J. Tever Loophole.
Dr Hugo Z Haganbush. Otis T.
Driftwood. Captain Jeffery Spaulding-sound familiar?
Perhaps, especially if you've had the
experience of viewinR one of the
multitude ol Marx's Brother's flicks
which seem to .be circulating lately.
Yes. all of Ihese names are alias's for
the great, unforgettable, as-close-toimmor(al-as-one-can-ge(
Groucho
Marx
FEW PEOPLE who allow
themselves to be entertained by this
man with the greasepaint moustache
tyes, fans-it wasn't authentic), heavy
eyebrows and absurd walk know that
his true name was Julius and that he
grew up on 93rd Street in New York,
(he son of a tailor ( "(he wors( in New
York' i and a lady of the s(age
Minnie, his mother, grew up in a

theatrical family, and had the brothers
together as an act 'practically before
they were weaned.''
Few people know that he had two
other brothers (aside from Harpo and
i 'hit-"I named Zeppo and Gummo, both
of whom departed into the wings long
before the three other brothers " were
finished making people laugh
FEW KNOW that neither Harpo nor
Chico could read a note of music
Virtually no one is aware of the fact
that Harpo was considered the only
jazz harpist'' in the world and was
offered contracts by several prominent
symphony orchestras at one time.
What people do know is thai, with his
Iwo (or three, with Zeppo) brothers by
his side. Groucho possessed and used
the power to produce genuine laughtersomething sorely needed by a society
which seems to have confused
seriousness and sobriety with humorproducing what Richard Anobile terms

a lethal type of comedy typical of
movies such as Catch-22 and Mash
I RECENTLY went to a theater in
Toledo to view two of Marx's classicsDuck Soup'' and "Horsefeathers"both playing to a full house As trite as
i( may sound, (he "house came down."
Moreover, the atmosphere was one
of people forgetting themselves,
laughing, literally losing themselves in
the anti-establishment comedy of the
Brothers-described by Woody Allen as
an
"outrageous
unsentimen(al
disregard for order "
People were relieved of the burden
present a( so many of today's "lethal''
comedies of looking around (o make
sure that at least a few others are
laughing before letting go with a hide
chuckle themselves
THE MARXS' comedy produces a
deep laughter, laughter from the
heart and soul-which, after it's all
over is something like having a good

THE SAME could well be said (or the
rest of the brothers
VMi.it do (he Marx Brothers have to
offer you? Perhaps an escape from a
world of harsh realities (o the semiabsurd country of Freedonia. where a
peanut pusher can rise to secretary of
war in the space of a day
Or maybe a trip to Huxley College
(its your humoric personality-where
Professor
Wagstaff
(Groucho)
demolished every established
traditional value of the college
I including education) in the time of
one week
WHATEVER institution you wish (o
see ridiculed, satarized. stamped on.
etc . the Brothers can usually provide
you with the desired material
Most important of all. however, (he
Marx Brothers offer you a chance to
laugh-not the strained, guarded, half
guilt ridden laugh of the
lethal"
comedy, but a laugh with no strings
attached, no fine print
It was once said by an old sage
I Michael Skinner I you can tell the
greatness of an actor by the quality of
quotes expounding from his colleagues
and or peers concerning him

nobel peace prize
It's very surprising that Richard Nixon was even nominaleu
loi the 1973 Nobel I'eace Prize If not for his stubborness and
elusive peace with honor plan, the Vietnam war might have
ended much sooner than it did.
Kvidentally the persons who picked the award winners wisely
looked at Nixon's peace record and not his peace rhetoric
However, the awarding of the peace prize is a tribute to (lie
two men who spent 42 months of on-and-ofl negotiations in Pans
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and Le Due Tho of North
Vietnam
The only blemish on (he Iwo winners is that together with their
respective leaders, they didn'I get the war officially ended
eai her

-
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cry. We need to laugh almost as much
as we need food and the Marx Brothers
manage to relieve us of (he pent up
emotion in grand style.
1 had originally intended this to be an
analyzation of the "comedic
expertise"' of the Brothers-which I
soon found to be somewhat of an
impossible task.
As Dick Cavett explains: "Groucho
appeals on so many levels at once that
you could go nuts trying to figure out
whether its the funny movement, the
incomparable tone of voice, what he is
saying or that keenly witty face that
hits(he hardest "

MANY FAMOUS people have said
many great things about GrouchoWoody Allen i who made a hobby oul of
stiiily int grea( comedians I. Dick
Caved. George Burns, Laurence
Olivier and T.S Kllini (o name just a
few
My favorite, however, comes from
George Bernard Shaw- when asked
who his favorite actor was. Mr Shaw
replied Who is my favorite actor?"
"Groucho Harpo...Chico...and
Zeppo Kveryone else conies fifth."
Mv sentiments exactly
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NKW YORK. N Y. - Once upon I
(line, when most problems had
soludtms. ' energy" was a personal
term And it vou had an energy crisis
that is. (el( your lights going out-there
was no cause (or panic. You iook a
tonic, a vacation or a new lover
Eventually the crisis passed
Similarly, if you could see your
breath in (he living room al 8 o'clock in
(he morning, you pushed up (he
thermostat, tossed a log on the fire and
got inlo your woollies
Today the words "energy crisis
mean rationed oil (or our (uel tanks
and browned out tides where (he necn
never (lares and people are afraid (o go
homo in the dark Thermostats may be
obsolete this winter But log fires,
heavy swealers and electric blankets

you know ol a nice cheap (ropical isle,
this is the winter to move there
It goes without saying that the
eruption of hostilities anywhere in the
world heightens our sense of mortality,
our need to live together in harmony
If we ever needed an object lesson in
how not to hasten (he brotherhood of
man. we have only to look at the bitter,
feuding politics of the Middle Kasi

Harriet Vaa Horar

tuntil the lights go out a( home) will be
de rigeur.
WE'RE FACING a six-month chill
bound to be worsened by bureaucraticbungling and double-dealing in
Washington Now we may add to that
the difficulties bound (o rise ou( of (he
new shooting war in the Middle East If

news Lerrers
lacks room
I as a music major would like (o
request to (he residents of Founders
LowT) Hall that if you wanl us to
practkf inside (he music building,
would mu please (ell us where in (he
hell there is room''
There are only 48 regular practice
rooms lor 600 students Our private
instructors tell us thai we should spend

aboul I our hours a day practicing
IF WE DID (his. (hat would be 600
sludents and (our hours per day equals
'2400 hours Now. (here are 48 rooms, so
48 nun 2400 equals 50 We would need 50
hours in a day (o have enough practice
time (or s(uden(s
You say tha( you are fully aware of
tins tail Then why the letter of Del
12" You IIIII-I iintlei stand that we must
practice somewhere In pas( years

we've practiced outside and (here has
been no complainls. especially during
spring quarter

Philip J. Ritzenthaler
505 (Tough St. Apt 10A
Mauree Wollis

Karen Henry
NOW. ACCORDING (o (he
University, (he budge( is very I inn ted
and light Therefore the new Fine Arts
building lha( was planned may be
scrapped
II you want to register a complaint,
why don't you ask (he administrators
to resolve the problem!'!

T.-4 ..a ..,/,.

la l*aM«in^

Mary Woehn
Charles K Bland re

mail wanted
1 am in the Marion Correctional
camp 1 would like very much to
correspond with someone who would
like to correspond by writing
I am black. 23 years old. 5-8 and 145
pounds 1 like reading and writing
poems, boxing and most sports
Thank you very much for all your cooperation and help 1 hope to be out
next year. As-Salaam-Alaikum-may
peace be with you

Morris Jackson
No. 136-569
Marion Correctional Institute
Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302

so they say

;>; v '.w
UNI0M.
rW.ol

Jacqueline
Kennedy Onatsii.
breaking a nane year silence on Ike
•abject of her tale husband, beglaaiag
n parade of memorabilia to mark the
tenth anniversary of John F.
K. unity's ntsssinatton:
"What I think about the last decade
is bow much we missed him in it One
must not let oneself be numbed by
sadness He would not have wished
that."

IT'S A teeming shrunken globe we
occupy today, and we're as helplessly
interrelated as the peasants of some
remote mountain village One proof of
(his is the fact that an eruption of
hostilities anywhere in the world is
instantly carried into (he streets of
New York City.
There was hand-to-hand combat in
my neighborhood as Arab nationals
clashed with the Jewish Defense
League Crash helmets, lead pipes and
national anthems were par! of (he
melee
A crowd well in(o (he (housands
demonstrated outside the United
Nations Like it or not. when war is
declared, we're in i(.
Thai we are prepared (o en(er (he
Arab-Israeli war wilh somednng more
(han lead pipes is borne oul by (he
maneuvers of the US Marines last
August No jungle warfare this time
THE TERRAIN was the burning
Mojave Desert in California, our only
bit of geography that duplicates North
Africa or the Kaslern Mediterranean
Official scenarios of these war
games called for the Marines (o "repel
invaders and preserve American lives
and properly'' when a "mythical"
desert nation is invaded. Live
ammunition was fired into the desert
mountains and jet planes fired rockets.
In temperatures that rose to 110
degrees, these men. who presumably
will defend our K billion investment in
the Middle Kast. had to wear asbestos
gloves and keep their tools in buckets
of water

It seems unlikely that dress
rehearsals as rugged as this one are
held for the sheer novelty of it all
IF THE Israeli forces perform as
gallandy as they did in 1967. the
shooting may be over shortly. But if
Kgypt and Syria gain the upper hand,
our Marines may be back on the shores
of Tripoli, this time with rockets and
asbestos gloves
No matter what the outcome of this
Middle Kast disturbance, we are
assured a fuel shortage for the winter
Once more we may call the
government delinquent for not
anticipating that we'd run out of oil
someday
We may obey all the helpful hints
about installing storm windows.
mining off lights and riding bicycles to
the office, but it isn't going to help
much.
Schools, hospitals and factories will
still be burning millions of gallons of
oil during the winter. When supplies
run out. there will be acute suffering
and an unscrupulous black market
THE MORE desperate our fuel
problem, the more adroil the Arabs
will be in using oil as a political
bludgeon to diminish U S support for
Israel. If the day ever comes when we
can heat our buildings by solar energy
or nuclear power, the Arabs can fold
their tents and go back to herding
goats
If you are what the sociologists call
"a high-status person" and you're
worried about the long cold winter, you
might emulate the noble lords who
lived in England's icy castles They
employed "foot bearers" whose duty it
was. when the master was sitting away
from the fire, "to keep the noble feet
warm by cherishing them in his bosom.
LITTLE WOOLLY dogs were trained
for similar duty. I must say. it sounds
rather cozy
Copyright 1*73. Los Angeles Tames

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.

Thursday, Ootl* 1», 1»73, Th. BG N.w,/Po«. 3
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Comm/ffee /ocks power
to sue Nixon for tapes
WASHINGTON (API • A
federal judge ruled yesterday
that
the
Senate
Watergate committee has
no
authority
to
sue
President Nixon in an effort
to obtain White House tapes
of
presidential
conversations.
IS District Court Judge
John J Sirica's dismissal of
the committee's civil suit
marked
the
first
legal
victory for the President in
his battle to withhold the
tapes from the committee
and
special
Watergate
prosecutor

N.w.ph.1.. by Carl Said

Poor
turnout

Th* campus v*t*t rogi.trat.on dny. hold during Ik* first weak of October didn't
Irve up to th* •ipcctatwnt of

Fred Johnson,

director of tho Off K. of Voter

Awnnm. Johnson said bad woathor and an off-year .teuton contributed
to lock of participation.

Two court decisions have
affirmed the special prosecutor's argument thai the
I'lfsnlt'ni must give the
tapes to a federal grand jury
investigating the scandal

Voter participation misjudged
1 didn't
people

By Sae Myers
The voter
registration
drive sponsored
by
the
Office of Voter Awareness
during the first week of
October was not the success
it
was
hoped
to
be.
according to Fred Johnson.
office director
He estimated thai only
about
200
students
registered while he had
expected thousands Plans
were made to accomodate a
large number of people with
eight
additional
persons
hired by the Board of
Elections
Johnson said 1250 dollars
i about one-fourth of his
budget i
was
spent
on
advertising and on buses
used to take students to the
Board of Elections About
100 students took advantage
of the free bus rides
"It was a judgment error
on my part." Johnson said
He did research before the
drive and talked to people
who were informed on ihe
subject, he said. "Obviously

go

to

the

nghl

PART OF Ihe problem
was with this being an offvear election, he said Bad
weather during Ihe week
kept many students from
registering
During
pre registration
for freshmen this summer.
Johnson said
about 500
people asked about voter
registration and this was
taken into account when he
planned the drive.
Johnson also looked al last
year's registration when
nearly
2.000
students
registered in a three-day
drive
That
figure rose
considerably alter the drive
as students continued to
register slowly but surely,
he said
He predicted thai about
1.000 students who have
different dormitories this
year would have to change
their addresses but found
out later thai they would not
have lo notify the board of
any
changes
in
room
numbers or dormitories

Another problem concerns
requests for applications for
absentee ballots
Several
students
have
sent
the
requests lo their home board
of election without including
their home address Local
boards have had problems
tracing their records
SOME OF Ihe boards told
Johnson thai if the requests
without
home
addresses
weren't from students they
would have thrown them
out The local boards have
been very • cooperative and
some have even tried to
match
handwriting
lo
students. Johnson said
The next job facing the
office is to make election
information
available
to
students Johnson has asked
council
candidates
for
information but so far only a
few have responded. He said
only one candidate has asked
for student help in the
campaign

Johnson said he will work
closely with the League of

Women Voters to secure
information
about
local
candidates and issues.
Information
on
state
issues, the school hoard

election and tax issues 'or
Ihe Bowling Green Schools
also will he available al Ihe
Office of Voter Awareness.
325 Williams Hall

SBO member plans
survey of landlords
Sam Ferruccio. Student
Body Organization iSBOl
steering
committee
member, said yesterday he
is planning to survey local
landlords on fire alarm
devices
The stale fire marshal's
office this past summer
adopted an updated fire code
thai requires new apartment
buildings In have built-in
smoke detectors
But the new code includes
nothing
about
requiring
present
apartment
complexes to install fire
protection
equipment.
Ferruccio said.

"The device I have in
mind is the only one of its
kind that is approved by the
stale and its regulations."
he said
He said a metal device
will
trigger a
warning
buzzer thai can be heard in
each apartment if smoke is
detected.
Ferrucio said he hopes
students living in off-campus apartment complexes
will encourage their landlords to install the smoke
detector, or similar fire
alarm devices
in
their
buildings

But Sirica said the committee had failed to get
congressional authority to
sue the President
A committee spokesman
said the decision would
probably be appealed
MEANWHILE, three cor
porations which admitted
making illegal contributions
to President Nixon's reelection campaign pleaded
guilty (o misdemeanor violations of federal law.
In a brief order. Sirica
said the court lacked jurisdiction in the tapes suit, an
argument
made
by the
White
House
in
its
opposition
lo
Ihe
committee's civil action
"No iui isilution.il statute
known lo the court, including
the four
which
plaintiffs name, warrants an

assumption of jurisdiction,
and the court is therefore
left with no alternative here
but to dismiss the action."
Sirica said
Sirica's decision followed
by less than a week the U.S.
Court of Appeals ruling
upholding his earlier order
in the case involving nine
tapes subpoenaed by special
Watergate
prosecutor
Archibald Cox
IN THAT case Sirica
ordered the President to
give him the lapes to hear in
private so that he eould
determine if Nixon's claim
that they must be kept
secretSvas valid
The President is expected
lo carry his appeal in that
case lo the Supreme Court.
He has until tomorrow lo
ask the Supreme Court to
review the case
The
three
companies

charged yesterday with misdemeanors over campaign
contributions are American
Airlines, Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co . and Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing
Co Charges were also filed
against the board chairmen
of Goodyear and Minnesota
Mining
Goodyear and its board
chairman.
Russell
DeYoung, pleaded guilty in
federal court in Cleveland
The company was fined
15.000 and DeYoung 11.000.
the maximum fines for
each.

AFTER

ENTERING

guilty pleas in federal court
in St. Paul. Minn . Minnesota Mining was fined W.000
and its board chairman and
chief
executive officer.
Harry Heltzer. $500
American
Airlines
entered a guilty plea and
was fined £.000

newsnotes
Drummer dies
YONKERS,
NY
(API - Jazz
drummer Gene Krupa died yesterday at
his home here Hewas64
Krupa
had been released
from
Yonkers General Hospital about a week
ago alter undergoing treatment for
leukemia
His last public appearance was Aug
18 in Saratoga. N.Y.. with Benny
Goodman, whose band he joined in 1934

Telegram
WASHINGTON (API - Hep Delbert
1. L.itt.i ID-Ohio) sent a telegram to
President
Nixon asking him
lo
reconsider any decision made to involve
I S troops in the Middle East war.
Lalta, who read the telegram to the
House yesterday, said he was disturbed
by news reports Tuesday that "U.S.
Marines in full battle gear have boarded
helicopter
carrier Iowa
Jima
at
Moichr.ii! City. NC. to join the 6th
Fleet in the Mediterranean."

Latta said further reports indicated
"that the Spanish government has
protested the sending of 100 U.S. pilots
from its soil to Israel."

Production cut
KUWAIT (API - An organization of
Arab oil producing countries announced
yesterday they have decided lo cut oil
production by not less than five per cent
immediately and an additional five per
cent each succeeding month until Israel
withdraws from occupied Arab lands
and Palestinian refugees' rights are
restored.

Cambodia
PHNOM PENH (API - Close fighting
and hand-to-hand combat were reported
all day yesterday in the market of the
isolated and besieged district town of
Tram Khnar. diplomatic sources said
Tram Khnar. 24 miles southwest of
Phnom Penh and 12 miles behind
insurgent lines, has been surrounded for
almost a year
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ait.
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With an 8? stamp on your bock, you can travel
almost anyplace in the country. That's if your back
also happens to be the back of a Pocket picture
A Pocket picture, by the way comes from a little
Kodak pocket Instamatic camera and it |ust happens
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Arab oil cutback may cause
U.S. to ration petroleum usage
_.jr'l »••*: Arab •*!
•aeeUer* yesiereay ft*t*
U ml bark pr •«.ctW« by Ml
IM thee live per ceM ami to
nfarce aa aeeitieaal five
per em eat for tark UHH
Ifc.
U.S.
coatlaiei
upp*nla« Israel.
By William L HyM
AP Special Cwrespieeeet
The new Arab Israel war
can mean a delayed but
painful Jolt to the American
consumer and perhaps even
to his West European and
Japanese counterparts
The war's impact on an
already worrisome energy
situation
depends on
whelher-and how much-the
Arab oil producers want to
punish
Washington (or
supporting Israel
Current figures show that

Arab oil accounts for about
1.1 million barrels a day of
is imports, or only about
six per cent of the U.S. daily
consumption.
It is highly unlikely that
the Arab nations every
would act in unison to cut off
all of that But even what
might seem a relatively
small cutback would hurt in
today's circumstances
WESTERN thirst for oil
rises so sharply and rapidly
that available statistics tend
to fall behind the actual
situation.
But it could easily happen
that measures to conserve
energy would require rapid
and burdensome rationing
for the U.S. public, say
industry experts.
Several days ago William
K Simon, chairman of the

UAO HOMECOMING DINNER DANCE
SATURDAY OCT. 20
GRAND BALLROOM UNION
leatunng music by

BLUESTONE IVORY

Tickets May be Obtained at UAO Office
3rd Floor University Union, Phone 372-2343

Tickets for the dinner & dance $5.00.
Those wishing to attend the dance only.
tickets will be $200.
The dance will last trom 800 p.m. to 1200 p.m

Alpha Gam Pledges

President's
Oil
Policy
Committee, said that if the
United States was willing to
make an all-out conservation effort it could cut consumption by as much as
three million barrels a day.

Arab producers don't want
to shut off their oil incomes.
Even a temporary shutdown
would hurt and could even
damage the Arab war effort
that their contributions help
finance.

A PETROLEUM planner
wbo
asked
to remain
anonymous said that without
stringent rationing the best
that might be accomplished
would be a cut of half that
much.
As of this month the
United States was importing
6.4 million barrels of crude
and refinery products daily,
a large chunk of a daily U.S.
consumption
estimated
anywhere between 13 and 17
million barrels.
The sources of these
imports are Iran. Nigeria.
Canada. Latin America and
the
Arab
producing
countries.
The
oil
story
is
complicated
In the 1967 Arab-Israel
war. the Arabs declared an
embargo, but it had little
impact because the United
States didn't need Arab oil
then
TODAY there is no spare
production capacity in the
United Slate to speak of. or
almost any place else.

A
selective embargo
seeking to shut off exports to
the United States wouldn't
work, either, because transshipment deals could get the
oil to America anyway.
The most likely action lies
in slowdown of production or
refusal to step it up to meet
ever-growing needs. Japan
would
feel the impact
quickly, relying as it does on
Middle East imports So
would
Western
Europe,
market for 80 per cent of
Arab oil. In turn, pressures
would increase on available
non-Arab oil supplies.

From left, ft.ihm.n Jim Roy., i A*S). Katie Durham (id.)
ROTC drill

coMeaguet.

House oks fuel allocation bill
WASHINGTON
(API
The House moved toward
expected passage yesterday
of
an across-the-board
mandatory fuel allocation
bill that would go beyond the
Nixon administration's own.

J & G Pizza & Restaurant
The Best Pizza
& Greek Food In Town:
Open Hours 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Fri., Sat. til 2:00 a.m.
440 E. COURT ST. - RIGHT ACROSS
FROM THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.
FOR CARRY OUT — 353-8565

more limited program
Debate proceeded amid
continued speculation that
I'nited States support lor
Israel In the Middle Kast
fighting could lead to a
cutoff of Arab oil, which
accounts lor six per cent of
U.S supplies
Until supporters and opponents of the legislation
agreed it would do nothing to
solve the energy crisis, only
ensure that all sections of
the country share the burden
of fuel shortages equally
The bill introduced by
Kep. Torbert II Macdonald.
D-Mass., would require .illo
i it inn of crude oil and all
refined petroleum products.

including home heating oil
and gasoline
THE administration's fuel
oil program, scheduled to
lake effect Nov. 1. would
allocate home healing oil.
kerosene, jetluel diesel fuel
and certain other distillates,
but does not include crude
oil or gasoline
The House bill also would
allow service stations automatically to pass any rise in
the wholesale price ol fuel
on to the consumer - something they are prohibited
from doing under Phase 4
regulations.
The bill, which is opposed

Entertainment Thurs. & Fri. Night

Say:

ATTENTION ALUMNI & STUDENTS:

DICKSON -

Car Wash

Now More Than Ever
For Homecoming Queen
Good Luck Jan.
THURS. IS STUDENT NIGHT

Gulf

Homecoming or Dad's Day

gas

Stay At The

Fort Findlay Motor Inn

15 gal. Free Wash
10 gal. 50c
5 gal. 75'

Findlay, Ohio
201 South Main St. 422-5431

RAIN CHECK

1000 S. MAIN

Colored TV's, plush rooms, convenient
dining facilities, beautiful cocktail lounge.

ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!

CINEMA I

7:15-9:15

2 DAYS ONLY
ENDS TONIGHT!

CINEMA n

7:15

"nd lobm Schwanberaer (B.A.) polish *• ,l~' P0""' °*
claw-order formation under the watchful .y«s of «OTC

9:35

■BEST
AMERICAN
MOVIE
OF
THE

by the administration, would
require President Nixon to
carry out mandatory allocation within 25 days of its
enactment
The measure
must first go to conference
with the Senate, which has
passed a similar bill
The bill would direct the

President
to give
top
priority to such esseotial
services
as
hospitals,
utilities, mass transit, food
production
and
mail
delivery in drawing up the
distribution plans

Information seminar
A seminar designed to provide first-hand answers to
questions being raised by parents of college-bound youth
will be held today at the University.
Some 600 high school counselors, principals and superintendents from 15 northwestern Ohio counties have been
invited to attend the seminar It will be held from 9 30 am
to 3p m in the University Union Ballroom
Sponsored by the Northwest Ohio Region of Student
Financial Administrators, an organization of administrators
from 15 northwest Ohio colleges and universities, the
conference will cover student need analysis as well as
specific grant and loan programs.
Guest speakers will include Charles W. Seward III.
director of the Ohio Instruction Grant Program, and Robert
Zeigler. director of the Ohio Student Loan Commission.

World Campus Afloat: Join Us!
Mb eedi September I February.
This is the way you've always wanted
to leatn
and should Combine
accredited study *<th a fascinating
semester ol travel to Africa, Australasia the Orient, and the Americas
Over 8500 students from 450 colleges
have already participated Financial
a>d is available. Write now for free
catalog
WCA. Chapman Collage
Box 1000, Oranga. CA 92666
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Might just turn oul to emulate the runaway success
ol 811LY JACK'. Slambang impact. Deeply involving

They've gone into shoulder strap bags
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Recycled cotton denim leans with lots
of real pockets outside. Pure
Americana, it's the newest fad on the
Riviera. Get yours now priced $6 to
$12.
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Locations for Career Week given
The following U a list of
building assignments (or
alumni participating in
Alumni Career Week
Alumni will speak with
students tomorrow from
1 30 3 30 p m
at the
following locations
Library (ground floor)Dr.
David
Anderson.
English
Professor at
Michigan State University.
Robert Bagno. district
manager for advertising for

the

New

York

Times.

William P Day. assistant
to the publishers of the
Toledo Blade. Grace A
Lamacchia.
English
professor at New York
University; Don Tindall.
Manager-Publications
for
Southern States Co-operative. Inc.:
Richard Curry. Spanish
professor at the College of
Steubenville.

Charles Shanklin. attorney. Richard Scholem.
radio station manager.
STUDENT Services
Forum-Henry Bachman.
owner of Tool and Machine
Co.. John Maring. president
of Great Northern Container. Nick Mileti, owner
of the Cleveland Indians.
Cavaliers. Crusaders.
James

Reardon.

PhD..

Drug Abuse Program at
Ohio State University.
Myron Zajkowaki, psychology professor at Wayne
State University and Paul
Vogel. health and physical
education teacher

MEMORIAL
H A 1.1.
Richard C Brown, labor
relations for Chevrolet
Corp , Larry Coffman.
manager of marketing and

plannuig for Metro Transit.
Jerry Jennings, real estate
developer in Florida and
Peter Palermo, international advertising, for
Eastman Kodak Co
BUSINESS
Administra
lion Bldg. (ground flooriJeffrey Bradley, controller
for Midland-Ross Corp .
Carroll W Cheek, president
of Great Scot Foods; James

Uimling.
treasurer for
Marathon Oil Co .
John C Jaderl, president
of Noury Chemical Corp
and Adele Kihlken of the
Internal Revenue Service
Education Bldg -Thomas
W Carver, dean of students
at Westminister College.
David B Martin, vice president of the School Board
Association of Ohio. Dr
k

k

Harold McUrady. speech
professor at Northwestern
University:
Or Vernon Stroud. Dept
of Speech Pathology at the
University of Cincinnati and
l)r Jack T Wilson, college
personnel at Oakland
University.
MATH-SCIENCE
Or
Harold I.

THE DEN

)

Saxbe asks for war report
WASHINGTON (AP) Sen. William B Saxbe (R
Ohio! yesterday called on
the Nixon administration to
make a complete disclosure
to Congress and the people
of the degree of US involvement in the Middle
East war.
■Right now we're getting
a lot of unconfirmed reports
of arms shipments, and
reserve call-ups. but the
Defense Department will
not give us the facts.'' he
said in a statement
Saxbe said he did not want
Americans to be victimized
by the kind of secrecy and
deception that preceeded the
United States' entry in the
Vietnam war
"If this is going to be
another back-door operation
leading us into another war.
the American people ought
to be made aware of it
now. "hesaid

SAXBE said he had
received complaints from
two Ohio newspapers that
they were refused comment
by the Defense Department
on reports of armament
loadings at
WrightPatterson Air Force Base in
Dayton and Lockbournc Air
Force Base near Columbus
He said the Defense
Department has since
denied that those bases were
involved in anv arms

shipment to Israel, but it has
refused to give the Senate
Armed Services Committee
detailed information on I S.
arms activity
The administration is
making a big mistake by
trying to keep a shroud over
everything." he said
The confidence of the
people and the Congress
depends upon their
possession of full informa-

tion "
SAXBE said he was also
disturbed to learn that
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger had talked about
the possibility of the United
States sending troops to help
Israel if the Russians sent
troops to aid the Arabs
He said it would be
disastrous to permit the
Middle East conflict to

HOMECOMING
HAPPENING

"We just extricated ourselves from one long and
debilitating war in Southeast
Asia, and I think it is folly to
believe that the American
people will tolerate direct
US intervention in the
Middle East conflict.'" the
Ohio senator added

Thousands of Topics
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develop into a confrontation
between the major world
powers

RESEARCH

Bldg
Davis.

physicist at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Dr
Donald McGookey. chief
geologist for the Texaco Oil
Co .
Dr Kalph V McKinnev.
professor at the Medical
College of Georgia and
Frances Williamson,
assistant chief at Ihe Office
of Comprehensive Health
Planning in Columbus

PLAID BLAZER COATS FROM
LONDON FOG
PRICED AT ONLY '2800 and '3200
Great With Shirt and Tie or Turtlenecks
"Dress Up Or Down"

While They Last - Denim Blazers
__0NE PRICE $1500

TONIGHT 8-11 P.M.

TOAD FLAX

OUR SERVICE
DEPARTMENT HAS
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SERVICE
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Gilligan proposes tax break for farmers
COLUMBUS (API - Gov
John

J.

Gilligan

called

yesterday (or voter approval
of a Nov
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would
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Friday, October 19
8:00 P.M. - Forum
Free Admission

Sponsored By:
Cultural Boost

^*!«®*C^ CL3SSIFIED —»i®»^
<AMI'l'S CALENDAR
Thursday. October 18. ISI73
The Inl.TAarsilv t'hristian Fellowship Chapter
int'.'imi; will l»' held in ilu River K.H.in of the I'nion at
7 30 pm
The Sludenl Counril for Ksi-eplional Children will
hold • meeting Irom 4.ni pm to 5 00 pm in the Ice
\rcn.i Lounge lor Special lalucation majors The
meeting will be a lea with a chance to meet the
laculty. stall, and other special education majors See
how human everyone is
The H li S 1 Karate Club will hold a meeting from fr
H in room 201 Hayes Hall
Middle Class Youth presents " Jimi flays Berkeley" Hendrix at his peak Tonight al 7 and » pm in room
105 Hanna Hall Admission is 11.00

l*r 7XF Well
7W !>*»!!

The Cpper Room. Rowling Green's new coffeehouse.
is now open lor business We are located al 102'i N.
Main Street and open from 8 pm to I am
The Child i- Kamily Development Club will hold a
meeting in Ihe Living Center of the Home Kc Rldg
this evening at 5 30

Hide
needed
to
Friday Call Jean.
4339

Lark's "corky"
sling is all new

toy*, filmi to'

LASALLE*S

LOST AND POUND
Lost
Adult
grey
Siamese,
m..
black
collar,
vicinity
of
C.reenview
REWARD
352-9274. 95 Creenview

Help
wanted
at
Big
Barnev Carwash 1000 S
Main.
Dishwasher
wanted
Apply in person. Petti's
Alpine Village. 117 N
Main. .153-0512
Occasional babysitting
days 352-5359 after 5 30

&rz>xe

*Jkm

The
874-

Of
372-

HELP WANTED

only 8.99
Lark's brand new clog with fashionable sling. Cork wedge and cushion
crepe cut sole for just the right comfort. Camel, navy, black, red. 5-10M.
Full sizes only.

club in this area
Dixie Electric Co

MDBS

Female
bartender
wanted Apply In person.
Petll's Alpine Village.
117 N Main 353-0512

Dehvery people, waiters,
waitress
Apply
In
person, Pagllai's. Starting pay 11.70 br.
Drivers with own cars
Hourly pay plus mileage
Apply at Mr Ed's Pixxa
Pub Hours 9 30 to 12
pm
Industrial Arts teaching
position open now or for
Dec graduate. Call collect-Director
o(
Personnel. Lakewood Public
Schools. 12161 S7M215
Write 1470 Warren Kd..
Lakewood. Oh 44107
FOR KENT
2 room efficiency I7S a
month, complete
352
0717.

4 roommates needed lor
winter quarter Campus
Manor
Apartments
Fringe benelils Call 3527748
I male lor apl close to
campus Phone 352-6006
1 lemale to share apt
with 3 others 160 mo &
(60
deposit
Utilities
paid Call 352-4120
I male roommate lor 2iii.in apt Campus Manor
Call 352-7742
Need 1 to sub-lease apl
with 2 other guvs Call
Keith 351-0176.
I male roommate to
share 2-man trailer Call
352 7701
1 I roommate needed to
share apt with school
teacher in Perrysburg 15
mm from BG. After 5
pm call 352-6906 or 8745670 in Perrysburg.

SERVICES OFFERED
Reliable Abortion Service 24 hour service
Clinic close to area 1 to
24 week terminated by
licensed
certified
obstetrician gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be made with
no hassle Call collect
2164311557
Need
to
talk
with
someone? Call CHRISTLINE 352-0379 anv hour
any day.
BASIC YOGA CLASSES
Public & private Available to lit vour schedule
Surfing Nov Call 3544721
SPANISH TUTOR Exp
services. 352-5613 even-

'"*»

WANTED

Position open day and
night shdt for waitresses, cooks, and utility
Full and part-time help
Apply in person - Dutch
Pantry

3 sharp looking coeds
with vibrant, jovial personality, wanting willing
to have good time this
Sat. Must be Iriendly. uninhibited, love to parly,

Cocktail
waitresses
needed at new exciting

drink, and rally
Rod. 352-0948

Call

BAMBOO
WIND
CHIMES FOR YOUR
WINDOW THE WORKING
HAND
CRAFT
CENTER 515 Conneaut

your appointment now'
372 0066
AMNESTY
OK
NO
AMNESTY*
See
the
great
movie
"Duty
Bound, which spells out
all the moral and legal
arguments and leaves
the final decisions lo vou
Showing lomght at 7 15
iso you can still make
dollar night al thellicks'
in the Education Auditorium.
Sponsored
by
Experimental Studies
NEED MONEY' Cash
paid lor blood plasma
donations Weekly earnings
Blood
Plasma
Donor Center. 610 Mon
roe. Toledo. Ohio Phone
255-3535
THE
BIG
COMING'

BANG

IS

Freddy Falcon set Come
lo the Coronation and
Bonfire
Black Oak Arkansas and
Brownsville
Station.
Fit. Oct
19 at the
Toledo
Sports
Arena
Tickeis R&e in advance
at Finders Records
Congratulations Barb on
vour
TBS
pledging'
Suzanne
Looking lor a prolession
with Iree medical bene
lits.
30 days
paid
vacation a year, educational
advancement.
good salary, and more"
Lt
Gysan. US Army
Women's Army Corps
Selection Officer, will be
on campus October 22nd
and 23rd
Contact the
Army ROTC for appoinlments and location
I free i mixed I mm
Schnauz pup. 3 free grey
kittens Call Com. 2-2209
aller5-606-42»

PERSONALS

Dennis Kelly • Class ol
"".extends a Hi to all his
Iriiadi.

Your Senior portrait is
imporL.nl to you Make

Ho A Dave
a little
"tune" for your pinning"

Congrats on
Alpha
Sig
Sharon.

vour Dtipinning

Si.irkv Hope your B-Day
is a happy one! Get fired
lor the weekend' Bels

FOR SALE
1965 Ford Galaxy Good
cond w air cond $275
372-3540.'
3'ix7' Brunswick pool
table Call 352-6356 after
l. 00
Collie ■ Terrier puppies
lor sale Call 354-5103
Manual typewriter in excellent condition 3-vear
guarantee. Call3544814
21" b w combination TV
Excellent condition (40
or best oiler 354-7951
1971 Yamaha R-5B 350cc
street bike 3300 mi (600
Ph 352-0636
1972 Nova- PS, radio
Must sell 257-8M3. after
6:00.
72 Gran Torino. 302. 3
spd
PS. air. AM FM
rad .
buckets,
fact
mags, new radials. exc
cond 352-0078
I960 VW. for parts 40 tip
engine w o starter. 1963
transaxle Call Dick at
352-0778 between 5 d 7
1967 VW Good body and
Good condition Call 3526951
Ford Van. paneled interior, bed. closet, sink (600
proffer 2-5769
Top of the line 1971 Mercedes Benz. 300SEL. 3.5.
very low mile . new
tires, exc cond 372-2706.
Sunn concert head- brand
new. (250 Sunn cabinet 215 s.
(175
Fender
bassman
amp
(topi.
(125 Gibson EBO bass.
(200. Vox hollow bodv
guitar. (75
1071 VW
Super Beetle. (1500 3723448 Ken

ThwrW-y, Octofca.lt. 1?71. **•••» Nm/fWga 7

Universities wont to end
slump in corporate funds
NEW YORK lAP> Recognizing their debt to
colleges and universities for
research and training.
America's corporations
increased their financial aid
throughout the ItEOs and
1960s
Gifts from business to
higher education rose from
about ISO million in 1954 1*5
to about 1375 million in the
1968-1969 academic year
But the next year corporate
aid dropped by $35 million
The explanation includes
the onset of economic
instability and unrest in
academia
Feeling was
widespread that to aid

universities
was
to
encourage students without
goals.
To some degree business
and education have rewoven
the threads, but by 1972
corporate giving had not
returned to the 1969 level
SOME OF THE nation's
top corporate executive and
officers of the so-called
great universities now seek
to revitalize the spirit In
effect they are saying: "We
need the money, we deserve
it. we will use it wisely "
Great universities'1 They
are mainly private. They
have a major commitment

Monitoring effects
of pollution urged
WASHINGTON (API Communities that retreat
from clean-air standards
will be volunteering as the
guinea
pigs of an
"unplanned expermment"
on their health, says a new
government report
The Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW I reported
that any variances granted
by the
Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA >
from health-protecting
sulfur oxide standards would
offer an opportunity for
doctors to observe the
impact of rising pollution
levels on public health
The report urged
medical surveys and followup studies for 10 to 15 years
on children, normal adults
and "special risk groups" in

the areas receiving such
variances.
EPA has offered to
approve variances from the
health-related sulfur dioxide
standard where shortages of
low-sulfur fuels make the
burning of high-sulfur fuels
necessary.
SO FAR. however, no such
variances have been
granted
The
HEW
report,
prepared for and released by
the Office of Management
and Budget, did not clearly
specify that it was talking
about the granting of
variances, but its author.
I)r David P Rail, said in an
interview that variances
from primary air standards
were, in fact, the subject

to scholarship. They attract
the best faculty and student*
from the national and international community They
have outstanding graduate
departments
The list isn't fixed in name
or number, but it includes
Harvard,
Princeton.
Chicago, Cornell. Stanford.
John Hopkins. University of
California at Berkeley.
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. California
Techology, Columbia and
Yale
UNDER THE auspices of
the Corporate Committee
for the Support of American
Universities,
leaders of
these schools met yesterday
with top executives to seek
ways of increasing
corporate aid
The universities maintain
they are better equipped to
handle these tasks, if only
because the goals are longrather than short term. And.
they add in a report now
being prepared. "We have a
sound record of accountability, of effectiveness, and
of producing results "

JOKESMtTHS seem to
have run dry What few
jokes are traded in the
coffee houses these days are
flat by the usual Egyptian
standards, like the one
above
The reason is that for
centuries Egyptians
accustomed to the short end
of the stick have aimed their
native humor at the foibles
of their own leaders, and the
trials that life threw their
way
Egyptian jokes at their
best are a sharply barbed
defense mechanism against
poverty.
hidebound
bureaucrats,
bumbling

PSgskin
Wf?n f h P T

Mary adding (far left), Mnioc (AM), lebin R.» junta
I A*S). and Cindy Dton. juniar (Ed.), chorgad into a rearing
V0*"* ™* ,n,V *°*^ «*vantog» of glorious fastball waether by
iwating at tha Union oval.

Consumers may balk at price codes
NEW YORK (API - Price
stamps on supermarket
packages may fall victim to
computerization in the near
future and consumers don't
seem to like the idea
The food industry is
preparing to introduce a
new. automated checkout
system and part ol the plan
calls tor the elimination of
price stamps on individual
packages The price for each

War no joke in Egypt
CAIRO (API
Moshe
Dayan phones Anwar Sadat
and asks him. "Is this 48. 56.
or 67'" a reference to the
dates of Egypt's last three
defeats at the hands of
Israel
£
"No." Sadat retorts,
"this is 104-73." the day the
latest Middle East war
began
Well, it's not a very funny
joke, and therein lies a tale
of Egyptian success on the
battlefield
Egyptian wit is dormant
as Cairo's troops dig in on
the other side of trie Suez
Canal after crossing what
had been termed the best
antitank ditch in the world

Mwn**— wcarifeu

politicians, nagging wives
and so on.
But
suddenly
the
Egyptians have the un
accustomed feeling of being
winners Result: no jokes
aimed at President Sadat,
his generals or the troops

M3M3

Item will be posted on the
shelf, but mil on the can. jar
or box

Virginia
II
Knaucr.
special assistant to the
President
tor consumer
affairs, addressed a group of
packaging
industry
executives yesterday and
urged them to consult
consumers before Implementing the Dew plan in
order to "help avert a great
irritation between business
.ind consumers
"IT LOOKS like a very
anticonsumcr process." said
Ellen Zawel. head of the
National Consumer Congress, a group organised
alter last spring's meat
boycott
Zawel said the program
"is absolutely in opposition"
to consumers' efforts for
more information on food

packages
Told that the
system was expected to cut
down the amount of time
shoppers spend waiting at
the checkout counter. Zawel
said. "Container* would
rather save themselves
money
Manufacturers
of
packaged items things like
canned goods. Cake mixes,
cereals, would stamp a

basic code number on the
label ol each product
INDIVIDUAL stores
would assign prices
corresponding to the code
numbers The price* would
he posted on shelves above
or below the items, but not
on the packages themselves
At the checkout counter, a
scanner would "read" the
code number and relav it to

LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING GOODS

a computer which, in turn,
would figure out the proper
price and feed it into the
cash register
Robert Springer, vice
president of General Foods
and member of the group

Good Luck Jan on
Homecoming Elections
We're behind you all
the way
Your Dynamite The Alpha Gam's

112 S. MAIN STREET
353-6341
IS NOW OPEN. WE
HAVE A FULL LINE OF
ADIDAS IN STOCK

CHERRY HILL
(MANAGEMENT BY OWNERS)

Greenwood Moll

A BLAST FROM THE PAST
ONE OF THE FUNNIEST
PROGRAMS YOU'LL EVER SEE!

that helped develop the
system, said it already had
been lested in an Ohio store
and probably would be in
operation in several dozen
stores "about the middle ol
1974"

ROCK CONCERT

• Two bedrooms complete furnished
apt.
• Patio Areas With Gas Grills

AT FINDLAY COLLEGE

•

Fantastic Party House (Pool table. Pmbaii
mach, Fireplace. Color IV. Kitchen Facilities)

OCT. 17 Thru OCT. 23

8:00 P.M. Fri.. Oct. 19

•

IndoorPooll locker rooms)

• Gas Heating A Air Conditioning

Congratulations
Jan & Ben

FANNY

on your
Alpha Gam - Sigma Chi Engagement

an all girls
rock & roll band

• Utilities Paid, except electricity

FALL ON A 4 PERSON RENTAL BASIS

And

12 or 9 mo. Lease

CLIMAX Blues Band

We love you both

SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5-SHERWOOD

FROM ENGLAND

as well as

PIZZA, SUB, SANDWICHES,
BEER & WINE
(FREE DELIVERY)

Coconuts
(1929)

NEW PHONE-352-1411

Monkey
Business
(1931)

HOMECOMING
QUEEN CORONATION OCT. 19,1973
CORONATION

7:30 P.M.
8:15

BONFIRE
THE BIG BANG
(FIREWORKS DISPLAY)

-STUDENT SERVICE
FORUM
-STERLING FARM
-STERLING FARM

853 Napolean Rd.
Phone 352-6248

Available At The Door

wre**^<3SS»sat3>3>aat30ot3BMaata30cooc
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$
NOW

10.00

Sleeveless "Fanny warmers" Reg. Price »i 1.00

NOW

7.99

"LatiS GIO" Purses Reg. Price '6.00

NOW5

3.49

Any Leather dress glove

this week 20%

Sweater Knit body suits

6:30 P.M.

HOURS 10 6 M0N FRI
SAT 115

TICKETS - '3.00

IN A DOUBLE FEATURE

$195.00 per mo

RENTAL AGENT ON DUTY

The Sisters

MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
NOW SERVING
SPAGHETTI, CHICKEN and
RIB DINNERS

$65.00 per person

Married Couple

Reg. Price >is.oo

The Powder
Puff
525 Ridge St.
"N ol McDonald West"
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Palmisano seeks
Falcon goalie job
ByDaaGarfield
Assistaat Sports Editor
" I hate sitting out a game.
I just want to get in there
and play," said Gary
Palmisano, one of two
soccer goalies for Bowling
Green this year.
Palmisano. BG's most
improved player last year,
won the starting job as
goalie after three games
last season and set a school
season record with three
shutouts.
He also had 135 saves in
nine games in the nets. But
this year, Palmisano is head
to head with two-year
veteran Bill Heyne, whom
he replaced last year

fTMfMri^

Mark Glover says:

Athletics win despite troubles
By Mark Glover
AssllUal Sporli Edlter

The Oakland Athletics
thrive on a crisis and win
ball games when they are
faced with serious trouble
The A's have been plagued
with player argument* and
injury problems all year.
Vet. somehow they
managed to keep winning
games and clinch the
American League pennant
(or the second straight year.
II almost appears to be a
game with them One day
they will win without two
superstars. The nest day.
they will win after a terrible
light in the clubhouse just
prior to game time.
To put it mildly, the
Oakland baseball team is
always in some kind of an
uproar
THESE controversial occurrences usually range
anywhere from screaming
arguments in the dugout to a
more common, everyday
happening I speak here of
A's owner Charlie Finley
who is always sticking his
nose in team business where
it doesn't belong
I figure Finley is good for
about six or seven flare-ups
a year

Even with all this turmoil
from the players and owner,
the A's continue to play
great baseball. The perfect
example of this occurred
Tuesday night in game three
of the World Series
The A's went into the
game after going through
one of the worst controversies to hit professional
baseball in a few years
Finley had jusl gotten rid of
Mike Andrews after the
second basemen made two
errors in game two of the
Series. The errors cost
Oakland the game. 10-7.
against the New York Mets

team was seriously injured
after such a controversy
The Mets. who seemed easygoing and calm, appeared to
be sure winners.
Such thinking seemed
justified as the Mets erupted
for two runs in the first
inning But the A's settled
down and played a consistent game for 11 innings
In the top of the 12th. the
score stood 2-2
In that inning, little Bert
Campaneris singled home
the go-ahead run for
Oakland Three outs in the
Mets' half of the inning gave
the A's a victory.

FINLEY had justified the
act by saying Andrews was
not physically able to play
due to a shoulder injury. In
the storm that followed, the
A's players blasted the
brash owner
Baseball
commissioner Bowie Kuhn
leveled his own blast at
Finley in the form of a
severe reprimand.
Kuhn also said Mike
Andrews had to be
reinstated as an Oakland
player
As the A's trotted onto the
Shea Stadium turf Tuesday
night, most fans must have
felt the Series was as good
as over Surely the Oakland

A FURTHER note about
Oakland's ability to play
under crisis is the fact that
Bill North will not play in
one game of the Series due
to an injury. North stole 53
bases for the A's during the
regular season.
I guess the A's figured
they would try to win the
World Series this year
without speed. Last year,
they won without power
(Reggie Jackson dian't play
in the Series last year
because of an injury).
So here is the riddle how
do the A's keep winning
under such tough circumstances'1 There are

Williams to Yankees?
NEW YORK lAP) - Manager Dick Williams will
leave the Oakland Athletics
after the World Series and
succeed Ralph llouk as
skipper of the New York
Yankees, it was reported
yesterday

Dick O'Connor of the Palo
Alto. Calif , Times, here
covering the Series, said
Williams had informed the
players of his decision in a
clubhouse meeting at Shea
Stadium Tuesday night
The

Oakland

manager

Swami says:
Miami aver BG by 21
Keat over Eastern Micaigaa by 14
Soalk CareHna aver Okie by 7
Toledo aver Daytea by IS
Western Miraigii aver Marshall by II
Oaia State aver Isdiaaa by 17
Micaigaa aver Wlacaaaia by 24
Alabama over Traaeasee by 7

Mlaaaari ever Oklahoma Bute by II
OUaaeata aver Colorado by 14

asked the players to keep
the report in the clubhouse
He said if it were leaked, he
would deny it.
Williams, who has won the
American League West
Division title three years in
a row. the AL title in 1972
and 1973 and the world
championship in 1972. has
been in the middle of
numerous controversies
involving his players and the
maverick owner of the
Athletics. Charles O. Finley.
The latest involved
infielder Mike Andrews,
who made two errors in the
second game of the World
Series at Oakland, won by
the Mets 107 in 12 innings
Andrews did not make the
trip east with the team and
later it was disclosed that be
had been subjected to a
physical examination on direction of Finley and a
request made that he be
placed on the disabled list.
Some members of the A's
said Andrews was coerced
into signing a statement of
disability on a threat that his
career in baseball would be
destroyed if he did not go
along
Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn rejected Finley s
request and ordered
Andrews reinstated

several reasons for their
success
Even though Charley
Finley is an ogre at times,
he knows the right type of
personnel to hire. Once a
man is brought into the Oakland organization, Finley
usually pays him well A
good performance in a
crucial game can double
your salary.
This is enough incentive
for almost anybody Arguments and controversies
matter little when you are
fighting for a paycheck

Perhaps Oakland thirdbaseman Sal Bando said it
best Tuesday night before
game three of the Series.
After the Andrews incident,
Bando said, "This type of
thing help* ui to relax."
You don't really relax on
the Oakland team, but it
really makes no difference
You win ball games no
matter what the situation

THE MAIN reason for
Oakland's fine play in the
face of troublesome
situations is as basic as any
rule in baseball. They have
depth at every position.

ALTERNATING games
this year with Heyne.
Palmisano will try to win
the starting berth this week
when the Falcons put their
4-1 record up against the
state's number one team.
Cleveland Stale University.
But Mickey Cochrane.
BG's soccer mentor, will
have to find a permanent
goalie Waiting until the end
of the week to choose a
starting goalie doesn't give
the netman enough time to
concentrate on the game and
get mentally prepared for it.
"I can't be alternating
goalies each week. I'm
going to have to pick one out
earlier in the week so he can
prepare for the game
sooner.'' said Cochrane,
"But both are ready to
play."
"We had a good practice
Monday," said Palmisano.
"I think the loss to Woosler
was good in that it helped
the team to wake up and
improve itself Our morale
is still great."
We have an excellent defense this year, but we need
consistency In putting the
ball away after kicking it
down into the opponents territory "
"CLEVELAND State has

a great All-American who
can do everything (Errol
Clarke from Kingston.
Jamaica), and we are going
to have to stop him if we are
to win "
I don't think we are
hurting too much without
Heede in -captain Warren
Heede is out of action the
last couple of matches because of injuries) We have
a good freshman, Steve
Kittelberger. and Jan
Fedorcak (from Czechoslovakia). They have been
doing an outstanding job."
said Palmisano.
Well on their way to improving their 7-2-3 mark of
last year, the Falcons are
going to have to play heads
up ball, because they have
the heart of their schedule
coming up with Cleveland
State, Ohio State and Michigan State right in a row.
Victories over all three
clubs, plus Mid-American
Conference power Ohio University, will most likely
assure the BG squad a postseason NCAA berth and
another crack at nine-time
champion St Louis.
Last season, si Louis
bested the Falcons, 2-0. with
Palmisano stopping most of
the Billikins 46 shots on goal
The 1973 squad, with 10 of
last year's 11 starters back,
established the goal of
becoming the greatest
soccer team in the history of
BG this year, and Palmisano
is putting that as his number
one goal.
But personally, he would
like to take down a post-season honor, and make AllLeague, in addition to limiting the opposition to less
than one goal per game
Right now he has given up
three goals in as many
games
Called "Palmo" by his
soccer teammates, the
Commack. Long Island
native holds a personal
college goalie record of 8-22. losing only to St I ..mis

last fall and Wooster last
week.

PALMISANO, along with
his teammates, hold very
high respects for their
coach
"He's the greatest." said
Palmisano. "There's something about him that makes
you want to go all out."
He helped me in my personal matters, and be helps
everybody mature ''
Soccer players call it
"Mickeyism." but word's
can't explain what It it
exactly
Palmo calls it mom.
apple-pie and the girl next
door!
"Mickey lets each player
get ready for each game,
and sometimes like this year
against Kent, he read a
poem before the game as an
inspiration for going out and
winning," said the BG
goalie
Although Palmisano is a
senior, he'll be back next
fall before he graduates in
the winter of '74. but this
year is the year that counts,
and he'll be striving for the
starting goalie position for
what could be the Falcons
greatest soccer team ever.

Tickets
Tickets for the Bowling
Green-Miami football game
at Doyl L. Perry field are on
sale at the stadium ticket
office and in Memorial Hall
Plenty of bench reserved
seats, priced at $5 each, are
still available for the
stadium's east stands.
Student general admission
tickets priced at $1 will be
sold at the gate.
The Memorial Hall ticket
office is open from 9 a.m.
until noon and from 1 p.m. to
5pm
Kickoff time Saturday is
1 30 p.m. The stadium gates
will open at noon
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Miles-Hitchens add sidelight
By Jack O'Breia
Execative Sports Editor
Tailbacks Paul Miles and
Bob Kitchens, the two top
all-time Mid-American Conference (MAC) rushing
leaders will be an added
sidelight to the overall important clash between
nationally-ranked Miami

Coverage

and Bowling Green

The two teams will
square-off at 1:30 p.m. at
Doyt L. Perry Field Saturday in the Falcons' 52nd
Homecoming game.
Bowling Green's Paul
Miles moved into first place
in the MAC career rushing
department last Saturday

with 2.809 yards in 652
carries. He passed up
Miami's Hitchens who is in
second place on the all-time
rushing list with 2.762 yards
in 671 attempts.
In two previous head-tohead clashes. Miles has
gained 157 yards in 52 tries
while Hitchens had 147 yards
in 45 attempts.

Hitchens sat out the Redskins' 106 victory over Ohio
University last Saturday but
the latest reports from
Oxford are that Hitchens
will play against the
Falcons.
In addition to Hitchens.
Miami has two other backs
which stand seventh and
eighth in the individual coo-

■a unabli at rotohee the BfJ fcmm quarterback maM
*, at Kent's lenord Mat man putt the finishing touches an hart, with
(10) and Cedrk fsrewn (36) coming to the rescue during last
Swturdwy'i pome at Di« Stadium

ference rushing standings
Tailback Randy Walker hat
292 yards in 73 carries while
teammate fullback Chuck
Varner has 253 yards in 60
attempts.
FULLBACK Phil Polak Is
the other half of the
Falcons' potent running duo.
Polak ranks third in the conference in rushing with 336
yards in 82 tries.
As a team. Bowling Green
leads the league in rushing
with an average of 221.4
yards per game. Miami tops
the MAC in rushing defense,
allowing 63.2 yards per
contest.
The Redskins, like the
Falcons, are throwing the
ball more this season than in
the past Miami quarterback
Steve Sanna has completed
39 of 71 passes for 457 yards.
Bowling Green signal-caller
Reid Lamport has connected
on SO of 102 tosses for 792
yards and six touchdowns
"This is the best Miami
team that I have seen in my
six years as bead coach."
said Falcon head coach Don
Nehlen. "Besides having
that great defense, they
have a well-balanced offense. Miami is no longer a
three-yards-cloud-of-dust
football team."
Miami coach Bill
Mallory's overall record in
five years as head coach is
JJ-12. However. Mallory is 13 against the Falcons.
Nehlen has a 30-21-3 overall
slate in six seasons at BG's
bead mentor. He it 3-2
against the Redskins.
Although the Falcons have
captured the last two
meetings between the two
squads, they have never won
three straight over the
Redskins
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